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Vision 

The vision of SVIMS is inspired by the works of Sir M V. He set out with a goal to train a 

million managers for Nation Building. SVIMS in the 21st Century has a vision of 

‘Creating Managers for the New Millennium’.SVIMS is set up as a platform for exchange 

of management ideas that would lead to the development of business leaders and 

managers willing to change the economic environment in a green manner for the 

benefit of all stakeholders. 

 

Mission 

NKES has its roots in the last words of Gautam Buddha who advised his disciples 'Be a 

light unto thyself'. NKES mission is to light up many with education and set them up in 

the journey for further exploration in the field of managing their environment, economy 

and their future. 

SVIMS mission is to provide an opportunity to emerging business leaders and managers 

to become catalysts of change. To challenge existing management practices and adopt 

the most pragmatic approaches that would ensure success in the fast-changing global 

economy. 

 



 

 

INFRASTRUCTURE AND FACILITIES 

The infrastructure is good but not of modern trends as the college is quite old, but all 

the basic facilities are available which are essential for an MBA institute like IT lab and 

library are available to do the study and research. Common discussion rooms are 

available for “Chai Pe Charcha”. 

FACULTY 

The faculty at SVIMS have a vast industry experience and always try to teach using 

practical examples. Instead of using traditional means of teaching they try to make the 

class more interactive with help of group activities presentation and videos etc. 

Technological aids are used to teach in the classrooms. Also we have Wednesday Fest 

every weak and there are of guest lectures being held every month so that students can 

interact with them and gain few insights about the business world. 

Mentor and mentee programme is organised to help the students out of class and give 

them an extra support to solve their problem and increase knowledge. Students are 

provided with newspapers to know about the current affairs and display monitors are 

also used. 

CANTEEN 

The institute has a pure veg canteen it is well maintained and hygienic canteen for 

students, where nutrious food is provided every day. The menu is little diversified but 

limited options are available. 

HOSTEL  

Not available  

 

CO-CURRICULAR ACTIVITIES 

International Immersion 

International immersion is designed to expose students to work practises in an 

environment different from home culture. It helps students understand and appreciate 

macroeconomic situations, cultural and other economic parameters of the host country. 

During such immersion students get an opportunity to interact with trade bodies, 

corporates & global companies. They participate in lectures delivered by eminent 

professionals of the host countries that give them an insight of how businesses are done 

in foreign lands.  

At SVIMS students are encouraged to undergo such programs as it helps them in 

widening their horizons. 



 

 

 

Rural Immersion  

With the narrowing of the gap between rural and urban, students get an opportunity to 

explore the rural markets and find how the rural mind-sets are changing. They get to 

know and interact with the aspiring youth and empowered women. This helps them in 

understanding their changing habits and lifestyles that helps to focus and target 

products and services for the changing community. 

Besides this student also get opportunities to find and explore how the rural economy is 

a self-sufficient economy and how people earn incomes beyond agriculture to grow and 

prosper. 

 
 

Industry Institute Tie-ups 

In order to expose students to best practices of professionals, SVIMS arranges guest 

lectures. The guest speakers are chosen in such a manner that they are from different 

domains and thus bring with them valuable industry experience. Such industry interface 

helps students in application of theory with practice thus making their learning a sound 

experience. 



 

 

CULTURAL FESTS 

 

Different fests are organised at different occasions. Participation of faculties is also 

there and student’s committee runs the show. Sports events are organised like cricket 

tournament, football etc.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

PLACEMENTS & INTERNSHIPS 

Marketing has more opportunity in internship and also in final placement, Finance and 

HR follow the list and very few opportunity in operations management . 
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